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1.A technician needs to configure a high-end workstation with four hard drives for redundancy. The
customer wants the end result to have the highest capacity possible but still have the ability to survive a
drive failure.
Which of the following RAID levels should the technician configure to accomplish this?
A. RAID 0
B. RAID 1
C. RAID 5
D. RAID 10
Answer: D
2.A user is configuring a mobile device to retrieve email from an ISP In the process of verifying the
connection, the user receives a message stating the outbound connection cannot be completed.
Which of the following BEST describes the user's connection trouble?
A. SMTP port numbers need to be reconfigured
B. An alternate IMAP server needs to be selected.
C. POP3 needs the SSL state reconfigured.
D. The user needs to connect using SNMP
Answer: A
3.A technician is troubleshooting a network that is experiencing inconsistent connections through one of
the network drops in the board room. The technician wants to verify the integrity of the network run but
needs to identify which cable comes from the board room. However, none of the network connections in
the network room are labeled.
Which of the following are the BEST tools for the technician to use to identify the correct network run to
troubleshoot? (Choose two.)
A. Cable stripper
B. Cable tester
C. Tone generator
D. WiFi analyzer
E. Multimeter
F. Probe
Answer: B,E
4.A technician is selecting a projector for a conference room that always has a significant amount of light
due to the building design.
Which of the following is the MOST Important property In this case?
A. Resolution
B. Lumen output
C. Keystone
D. Contrast
Answer: D
5.Which of the following connectors would MOST likely be found on an RG-6 cable?
A. Molex
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B. DB9
C. BNC
D. RJ45
Answer: C
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